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Midterm Review

Today we will cover:

- Visualizing ConvNets
- Adversarial Training
- Style Transfer
- CNNs for spatial tasks: detection, segmentation

See Review Guide on piazza for full list of topics



Visualizing ConvNets





















Higher-layer representations preserve the most important 
elements of the image



Understanding Convnet - Question

Suppose I have access to an image classifier via an API. I can make a 
request with an image and receive a response with the predicted 
probabilities of each class. Which type of analysis would work best in this 
case?
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Occlusion Experiments



Adversarial Perturbations

How can we fool a CNN? 

Given a pre-trained model, modify the input so that it gets misclassified by the 
CNN but looks identical to the original

Maximize loss without allowing input to change by more than some ϵ



Adversarial Perturbations

Maximize loss without allowing input to change by more than some ϵ

The more we change x, the better we can fool the network
Lets change x as much as possible: every pixel gets +/- ϵ

How do we know whether to increase or decrease?
Use the gradient!



Adversarial Perturbations



Adversarial Perturbations - Example
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σ(wTx+0) = σ
(2+2+2-3-2-2+2-3) =
σ(-2) = 0.1192



Adversarial Perturbations - Example

1 -2 -2 3 -1 2 -2 -3
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How much do we need to change x to fool the classifier?
- Try different epsilon, ϵ = 0.1, 0.2, 0.3
- For each of these, find x’ and determine if it is misclassified
- Hint: the sign of the gradient in this case is the sign of w

x’



Adversarial Perturbations - Example

1 -2 -2 3 -1 2 -2 -3

2 -1 -1 -1 2 -1 -1 1

1.1 -2.1 -2.1 2.9 -0.9 1.9 -2.1 -2.9

x

w

ϵ = 0.1

x’

σ(wTx’+0) = σ
(2.2+2.1+2.1-2.9-1.8-1.9+2.1-2.9) =
σ(-1) = 0.2689



Adversarial Perturbations - Example

1 -2 -2 3 -1 2 -2 -3

2 -1 -1 -1 2 -1 -1 1

1.3 -2.3 -2.3 2.7 -0.7 1.7 -2.3 -2.7

x

w

ϵ = 0.3

x’

σ(wTx’+0) = σ
(2.6+2.3+2.3-2.7-1.4-1.7+2.3-2.7) =
σ(1) = 0.7311



Adversarial Perturbations - Example

1 -2 -2 3 -1 2 -2 -3

2 -1 -1 -1 2 -1 -1 1

1.2 -2.2 -2.2 2.8 -0.8 1.8 -2.2 -2.8

x

w

ϵ = 0.2

x’

σ(wTx’+0) = σ
(2.4+2.2+2.2-2.8-1.6-1.8+2.2-2.8) =
σ(0) = 0.5



Adversarial Training



Style Transfer

We can use CNNs to transfer the style of one image to another!
- Optimize input image that minimizes style loss and content loss 



Style Transfer - Style Loss

For each layer, we compute a Gram Matrix:
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Style Transfer - Style Loss

For each layer, we compute a Gram Matrix:

1. For a specific pixel, extract the C features and take the outer product,
(c,1) x (1,c) = (c,c) matrix

2. Sum across all pixels to produce the final Gram Matrix

Intuitively, Gij means “how much does channel i correlate with channel j”



Style Transfer - Style Loss

Let      be the Gram Matrix from features of the style image (for a specific layer)

The style loss is defined as:
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Style Transfer - Style Loss

Let      be the Gram Matrix from features of the style image (for a specific layer)

The style loss is defined as:

“Mean squared error 
between Gram Matrices”

“Weighted average across layers”



Style Transfer - Content Loss

We want our output to have the same content as the content image

How about MSE loss on the images? 
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Style Transfer - Content Loss

We want our output to have the same content as the content image

How about MSE loss on the images? Too restrictive!

Instead, compute the MSE loss between the CNN features themselves

If the features are close, the “content” should be similar



Style Transfer



Style Transfer - Question

Why would we want to compute the content loss with a deeper layer of the 
network? 

What happens if we used features from an earlier layer?



Detection using classification



Detection when multiple objects in the image

K x 4 numbers
(one box per object)

K needs to vary



Detection when multiple objects in the image

K x 4 numbers
(one box per object)

K needs to vary



Sliding Window approach

But too many 
locations and 

therefore too slow



Region Proposals



Putting it together: R-CNN





Fast RCNN

1. Share computation 
till conv5

2. End-to-end training



Fast RCNN

1. Share computation 
till conv5

2. End-to-end training





Fast RCNN problem

Region proposal is costly 

Make region 
proposal 
learnable













FCN on ROI







Interpolation, ConvTranspose



Spatial Localization - Question

What are some factors to consider when deciding whether to do 
object detection or segmentation to determine what’s in an image?


